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Internet censorship may depict considerable impact on sales solution for most of all businesses all
over the world. Some research associates are concerned about the language how people use it to
spread follow-up for all comments. Now controversy is going on regarding this matter to be solved
however, most of the time it is difficult to identify the real issue as the matter is related to all over the
world. Sales solutions and Internet have very close relation as most of the businesses run through
their market only by Internet and therefore, the impact on business may hamper the reality of
Internet restriction.

Unilever CEO and WEF Co-Chair Paul Polman said recently, "It will be foolish for any government
to block this platform. Internet and the social media have emerged as a major platform for freedom
of speech and free exchange of views, providing a great platform to the people. There has to be free
and open Internet platform, but obviously there has to be safety and security for the users.â€•

She said with regard to this issue, "Right to privacy is certainly very important. We need to have
checks and balances in place on whether and what data the users want to share. We need to get
the right regulations, but not those that are not practical or not of any use.â€•

Popular social networking site Facebook's COO Sheryl Sandberg, during a panel discussion said
some more important points as he indicated that it would be very complicated to restrict internet
users and their talking. However, people have to be motivated with concerned ideas and it would be
like educating concerns.

Sandberg further said, "When we talk about free Internet and restrained Internet, the names like
Arab Spring indeed come to the mind and the authoritarian regimes and democratic regimes."

Citigroup chief Vikram Pandit said with regard to this issue, â€œOn the issue of Internet freedom it is
related to the right to privacy and security of data, which is certainly very important. The issues like
cyber security need to be taken seriously and we need to do a lot better on these fronts.â€•

However, most of the analysts are stern to develop a comprehensive strategy occupy complete
arena where they can have unlimited business development. But still censorship of the Internet a
very crucial point to achieve it as most of the countries including India want to make it happen.
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Anand Soni - About Author:
The author is highly experienced Internet marketing expert to provide a good direction of knowledge
to the readers. He is a research associate and hence, whatever he writes that comes out from his
potential skills and contemporary ideas. His recent writing includes a sales solutions, which exposes
his in-depth knowledge for the same.
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